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Abstract. The frequency range of the WHISPER relaxation
sounder instrument on board CLUSTER, 4–80 kHz, has been
chosen so as to encompass the electron gyro-frequency, Fce,
and the electron plasma frequency, Fp, in most regions to
be explored. Measurement of those frequencies, which are
triggered as resonances by the sounder, provides a direct es-
timation of in situ fundamental plasma characteristics: elec-
tron density and magnetic field intensity. In the late mission
phase, CLUSTER penetrated regions deep inside the plas-
masphere where Fce and Fp are much higher than the upper
frequency of the sounder’s range. However, they are of the
right order of magnitude as to place the lower hybrid fre-
quency, Flh, in the 4–15 kHz band. This characteristic fre-
quency, placed at a resonance of the medium, is triggered by
the sounder’s transmitter and shows up as an isolated peak
in the received spectrum, not present in spectra of naturally
occuring VLF waves. This paper illustrates, from analysis
of case events, how measured Flh values give access to a
plasma diagnostic novel of its kind. CLUSTER, travelling
along its orbit, encounters favourable conditions where Fce
is increasing and Fp decreasing, such that Fce/Fp increases
from values below unity to values above unity. Measured Flh
values thus give access, in turn, to the effective mass, Meff,
indicative of plasma ion composition, and to the core plasma-
sphere electron density value, a parameter difficult to mea-
sure. The analysed case events indicate that the estimated
quantities (Meff in the 1.0–1.4 range, Ne in the 5× 102–
104 cm−3 range) are varying with external factors (altitude,
L value, geomagnetic activity) in a plausible way. Although
covering only a restricted region (mid-latitude, low altitude
inner plasmasphere), these measurements are available, since
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late 2009, for all CLUSTER perigee passes not affected by
eclipses (on average, roughly a third of a total of∼200 passes
per year) and offer multipoint observations previously un-
available in this region.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Plasmasphere; Plasma
waves and instabilities)
1 Introduction
The WHISPER relaxation sounder instrument on board
CLUSTER is designed both to monitor natural waves and
to trigger plasma resonances in the so called high frequency
range, in order to measure electron plasma density, Ne, in
the magnetosphere and near solar wind (Trotignon et al.,
2001). The high frequency domain is controlled by elec-
tron motion (under respectively magnetic forces and elec-
trostatic attraction from ions), in contrast with the low fre-
quency domain (orders of magnitude lower), related to ion
motions (of higher complexity, by token of a higher number
of species). Characteristic resonances in the high frequency
range are organized according to the plasma frequency Fp,
which varies as the square root of Ne, and the gyro-frequency
Fce, which is proportional to the intensity of the magnetic
field, B0. The sounder’s working frequency range is tuned
to cover in particular the upper hybrid frequency Fuh (Fuh =
(F 2p +F 2ce)1/2), a frequency which is found near and above
Fp or Fce, whichever is the largest. In the intermediate fre-
quency range, one finds waves related to the lower hybrid
characteristic frequency, Flh, driven by coupling of motions
of ions and electrons. Its value, Flh <∼Fce/
√
1836, is gov-
erned by the magnetic field intensity and ion total and relative
concentrations.
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The choice of an adequate working frequency range for
WHISPER has been dictated by empirical knowledge of
plasma frequency and gyro-frequency variations along the
expected CLUSTER orbit, characterized by a high eccentric-
ity (perigee 4.0RE, apogee 19.7RE, period 57 h), a high in-
clination angle, and a major axis close to the ecliptic. Over
the course of a year, CLUSTER apogee explores all local
time sectors of geospace, from day side (solar wind upstream
of the bow shock nose) to night side (central plasma sheet).
In practice, the Fp/Fce ratio is greater than one in all these
regions, except sometimes near perigee. Other considera-
tions have constrained the choice of frequency range, such
as an adequate time and frequency resolution combined with
limited telemetry rate, power and mass. The final design of
the instrument (De´cre´au et al., 1997) is a compromise where
the sounder working frequency is chosen inside the 4–80 kHz
range, and where natural emissions are analyzed in the range
2–80 kHz.
Once fixed, the instrumental frequency range defines the
volume of magnetosphere explored by CLUSTER, which is
actually accessible to WHISPER density diagnostic. The
regions of highest priority regarding CLUSTER scientific
objectives, i.e. cusp and magnetosheath (Escoubet et al.,
1997), are well covered. Regions not always accessible to
WHISPER density diagnostics include those with very low
densities on the one hand, such as the magnetotail plasma
lobes (when Ne < 0.2 cm−3), and, on the other hand, those
with high densities (when Ne > 80 cm−3). The high den-
sity threshold is reached exceptionally in the (compressed)
magnetosheath, and more often in the plasmasphere, near
perigee. The Earth’s plasmasphere region consists of cold
plasma, escaped from the ionosphere, surrounding the Earth.
Its outer envelope, the plasmasphere boundary layer (Car-
penter and Lemaire, 2004), is roughly aligned with mag-
netic L shells. It is characterized by a sharp spatial gradi-
ent in density, defined in the reference study of Carpenter
and Anderson (1992) as “a drop (of density value) by a fac-
tor of 5 or more occurring within 1L= 0.5”. The above-
mentioned study indicates that density profiles versus L in
the plasmapause layer generally includes WHISPER’s den-
sity threshold, Ne= 80 cm−3. Placed on average near L= 4,
the plasmapause extends in many cases to higher L shells,
above CLUSTER perigee near the equator. The orbit element
placed below that boundary may thus be exposed to high
(>80 cm−3) densities. For convenience, and when required
for clarity, we shall coin regions characterized by densities
above the 80 cm−3 threshold as “inner plasmasphere”, and
call “outer plasmasphere” regions those inside the plasma-
pause and characterized by densities below 80 cm−3. The
inner plasmasphere is encountered near CLUSTER perigee
on average once every two orbits during the early mission
phase.
As years passed, the CLUSTER satellites plunged deeper
inside the inner plasmasphere, such that plasma frequen-
cies reached high values at each perigee pass, far above
WHISPER’s instrumental capabilities (WHISPER frequency
range still encompassing natural waves of electromagnetic
nature, delivering a passive radiography of the inner plasma-
sphere). Since those regions, placed in the vicinity of the
radiation belts, are forbidden for particle instrument opera-
tion, this meant a terra incognita as concerns in situ density
estimation. However, as the CLUSTER orbits plunged still
deeper inside the plasmasphere (at altitudes below 5000 km)
in 2009 and beyond, the sounder lower frequency limit
moved below the domain of the lower hybrid resonance Flh,
bringing at the same time the good news of very clear and
well defined stimulated Flh resonances.
First observations of lower hybrid resonance emissions in
satellite data are presented in two grouped communications
(Brice and Smith, 1964; Brice et al., 1964). The identifica-
tion of the emissions is developed in Brice and Smith (1965).
They analyse and discuss enhanced noise bands occurring
naturally, observed in the range ∼4–10 kHz by the satellite
Alouette I moving in a very nearly circular orbit at an altitude
of about 1000 km. The frequency of the lower edge of those
emissions is the local lower hybrid resonance Flh. Associ-
ated pioneer works were published during the same period.
Smith and Brice (1964), examine the problem of propagation
in any multi-component plasma, and Barrington et al. (1965),
present results derived from the analysis of the Alouette-1
data. In the latter paper, the measured frequency Flh is re-
lated to simultaneous measurements of the electron plasma
frequency by the topside sounder in order to estimate ion
composition and temperature of the ionosphere under various
conditions. Similar and complementary observations have
been obtained on board the Isis-2 satellite (Palmer and Bar-
rington, 1973), indicating in particular that banded emissions
above Flh are enhanced when the sounder is in transmitting
mode (at fixed, 1 MHz, frequency). Later, theoretical work in
the frame of warm plasma theory near the Flh resonance has
been applied to Isis-2 observations (Hamelin, 1980), yielding
a reasonable explanation of the duration of VLF echoes ex-
cited by the Isis2 transmitter. More recent satellite missions
reported observations of waves related to the local Flh res-
onance, and discussed their generation, in particular by ex-
citation via ordinary electromagnetic whistler-mode waves,
both of natural and man-made origin (Bell et al., 1991, and
references therein; Shklyar et al., 2010). Recently, Flh has
been determined from the cut-offs of whistler-mode echoes
of sounder-transmitted waves by the Radio Plasma Imager
(RPI) (Reinish et al., 2000) on the IMAGE satellite when
RPI is sounding from 6 to 63 kHz (Sonwalkar et al., 2008;
see plasmagrams in Fig. 5, Sonwalkar et al., 2011a).
WHISPER is, to our knowledge, the first relaxation
sounder to trigger resonances at Flh. This confirms what
could be anticipated from RPI observations. Compared to
RPI (and to topside sounders), the relaxation technique, less
demanding in power, concentrates on stimulating a small
range of space (of order of 1 km) around the satellite. Res-
onances are analyzed with good frequency resolution (see
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description in Sect. 2.1 above), hence leading to a truly lo-
cal signature, both in space and frequency. Moreover, being a
sounder, WHISPER does reveal the frequency position of Flh
even when no natural signatures are present. The difficulty,
in the specific case of WHISPER measurements of Flh fre-
quency, is that no other resonances are accessible within the
range of the instrument when this happens, and that neither
reliable ion composition nor density derived from other in-
struments are available on board CLUSTER. Consequently,
the challenge we had to face was to derive as much informa-
tion as possible from a single measured parameter.
The Flh value depends on three parameters: magnetic field
amplitude, electron density and effective mass, which vary
with plasma regime encountered (see Eq. 2, Sect. 3.1). The
magnetic field amplitude can be estimated from a model, or
measured with a good accuracy. The electron density and
effective mass (related to composition in terms of the frac-
tional abundance of ions present in the medium) are depen-
dent on the geophysical situation encountered, while empir-
ical, statistical, or theoretical models, are being elaborated
(Craven et al., 1997; Gallagher et al., 2000; Pierrard and
Lemaire, 2001). Actual measurements of the Flh variable in
the regions explored by CLUSTER thus form a valuable data
set, bringing complementary information to current models.
It is our ambition to construct a database of Flh measure-
ment data, knowing that CLUSTER perigee is still decreas-
ing. In this paper, we present observations from two recent
case events, dated 12 July 2010 and 4 August 2010, chosen
under conditions of low and moderate magnetic activity, re-
spectively, in order to demonstrate the value of such data.
In particular, density estimates (covering the range 2.103 to
10.103 electrons cm−3, at geocentric distances from 1.2 to
3.4RE) are shown for the two events, and discussed in the
frame of the compared four spacecraft evolution along their
respective orbits, and of the compared geomagnetic condi-
tions.
The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 presents the con-
text with more details, touching successively on WHISPER
performance and evolution of the plasma regime encoun-
tered near perigee, Sects. 3 and 4 describe, respectively, data
analysis and results obtained for the two events chosen, and
Sect. 5 concludes with a summary of our results.
2 Density estimation from the WHISPER instrument in
the plasmasphere
2.1 Instrument performances
The Whisper instrument, part of the WEC (Wave Experiment
Consortium, Pedersen et al., 1997), combines two experi-
ments to: (i) measure the natural emissions in the frequency
band 2–80 kHz, and (ii) determine the electron density via a
relaxation sounder (Trotignon et al., 2001). In both cases, the
electric signal measured on one double sphere antenna by the
EFW sensors (Gustafsson et al., 1997) is digitised and anal-
ysed in frequency in the 2–80 kHz bandwidth via an onboard
FFT processor, delivering frequency spectra (power spectral
density, amplitude only) at a resolution of 160 or 320 Hz. In-
terface with telecommand and telemetry, as well as onboard
data compression, is ensured by the DWP instrument (Wool-
liscroft et al., 1997).
In its sounder mode, the Whisper instrument operates as
follows: the signal acquisition is performed a few millisec-
onds after the transmission of the sounder “pulse”, a sine
wave train of short duration (1.0 or 0.5 ms). This pulse is cen-
tred at a frequency which sweeps the 4–80 kHz bandwidth –
or a subpart of this) in successive frequency steps. Emit-
ted sine pulses eventually trigger natural resonances in the
medium; the resultant signal, amplified and acquired a few
milliseconds after every step of the sounding sweep, is anal-
ysed in frequency, with a resolution of 160 Hz. An “active”
spectrum is built on board from a combination of relevant
frequency slices associated with each step of the frequency
sweep, and transmitted to the ground. A ground analysis of
the resonance pattern present in the active spectrum allows
identification of the plasma frequency Fp (Trotignon et al.,
2001, 2010; De´cre´au et al., 2001). The sounder mode de-
scribed above is operated alternatively with the natural wave
mode (reception and analysis of waves naturally present in
the medium). During natural mode operations, onboard fre-
quency analysis is performed at a frequency resolution of ei-
ther 160 Hz or 320 Hz. Spectra returned to the ground al-
ways cover the 2–80 kHz range. All four spacecraft follow
the same time line, according to onboard time tagged op-
erations, at a common precision of a one second boundary
clock. Typically, 3 s of sounding mode (two sweeps) are
followed by 49 s of natural wave mode (delivering 11 fre-
quency spectra under nominal telemetry conditions). Satel-
lite C4 capabilities in commanding sounding operations has
been affected (on 25 September 2003) by a corruption of
two bytes in the EEPROM where the onboard software is
located. Since 13 December 2003, the C4 sounder works un-
der a back up operation mode, with a sounding recurrence of
104 s where a single sounding sweep explores the 80–4 kHz
band in 1.1 s. Onboard processing constraints lead to a time
sequencing where 5 s of sounding mode operations are fol-
lowed by 99 s of natural mode operations. As with satellites
C1, C2 and C3, the frequency resolution of the returned ac-
tive spectrum is 160 Hz.
In the plasmasphere, which is the region of interest in this
work, resonances arise at the electron cyclotron frequency
Fce, its harmonics nFce, the electron plasma frequency Fp,
the upper-hybrid frequency Fuh (Fuh = (F 2p +F 2ce)1/2), and
Fqn which corresponds to Bernstein electrostatic cyclotron
waves with group velocity close to zero (Fqn > 2Fce and
nFce <Fqn < (n+1)Fce). A detailed plasma diagnosis can
therefore be made from the identification of these reso-
nances, which depend on the magnetic field strength and the
total electron density. Two populations of electrons, cold and
hot, may also be revealed (Trotignon et al., 2003).
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Fig. 1. Plasmasphere crossing during intermediate CLUSTER mission phase. Bottom panel shows the spectrogram recorded by C2 during
this interval. Top panel is a GSM view of the C2 satellite trajectory, from minus Y, produced by the OVT tool (http://ovt.irfu.se). Both panels
point out the magnetic equator, encountered inbound, about one hour before perigee. The C2 satellite grazes a plasmasphere boundary layer
at L∼ 4.5, near midnight local time.
The most intense spectral energy density in the active
spectrum is generally close to frequency Fuh, from which
the plasma frequency (and thus the electron density) is cur-
rently derived. It has be n indeed established from many
observations in the magnetosphere (on ISEE-1, GEOS 1 &
2, Viking) that the resonances, including the nFce series, are
more intense close, and above, the plasma frequency and that
the spectral energy density reaches its maximum very close
to Fuh (Trotignon et al., 1986). The magnetic field strength,
and hence Fce, are known either from magnetic field mea-
surements made by the FGM instrument (Balogh et al., 1997)
or from nFce observed by WHISPER (Fce= 28B0, where Fce
is expressed in Hz and B0 in nT).
It should be noted that, starting from a given Fuh fre-
quency value, measured at ±160 Hz uncertainty, the preci-
sion attached to a derived density depends sensibly upon the
value of the ratio Fp/Fce, that is upon the plasma regime
encountered. Precision can be poor when Fp/Fce  1. An
example of weakly magnetized plasma is shown in Fig. 1,
near 03:15 UT (Fp/Fce ∼ 8, with Fp = 55.6 kHz and Fce =
6.9 kHz), and a more strongly magnetized plasma (Fp/Fce ∼
0.35, with Fp= 22.9 kHz and Fce= 67.7 kHz) is encountered
near 15:35 UT in the spectrogram displayed in Fig. 2. With
similar values of the measured Fuh quantity, the precision ob-
tained for derived density values is, in the first case, roughly
one order of magnitude better than in the second case (where
1Ne/Ne∼ 5 %).
2.2 Plasma conditions near CLUSTER perigee
The plasmasphere region was not a primary scientific ob-
jective of CLUSTER, and the WHISPER frequency range
was not perfectly tuned to measure plasma frequency pro-
files along each plasmasphere crossing at perigee. Moreover,
particle analyzer measurements are difficult in this region,
by the nature of the plasma regime encountered (presence
of a photoelectron sheath surrounding spacecraft), and also
due to the proximity of the radiation belts, bearing danger-
ous environmental conditions. The electron PEACE instru-
ment (Johnstone et al., 1997) has been thus often switched off
near perigee. However, the plasmaphere, governed by large
scale electric fields, is responding in a complex manner to
geomagnetic activity. The whole region, coupled to the radi-
ations belts and current rings, hosts a large number of waves,
over a large range of frequencies. Physical processes in the
plasmasphere are, still now, not fully understood, and the ob-
ject of utmost attention (Darrouzet et al., 2009a), noting in
particular their importance in the space weather context.
During the first years of the CLUSTER mission, the
CLUSTER orbit crossed the plasmasphere region at almost
every perigee pass, exceptions being encountered under very
high magnetic activity conditions, when the plasmasphere
is eroded down to low geocentric distances. Perigee is
placed not far from the magnetic equator, and it happens
that the orbit grazes the plasmasphere boundary layer along
Ann. Geophys., 29, 2003–2018, 2011 www.ann-geophys.net/29/2003/2011/
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Fig. 2. Crossing of the plasmasphere typical of the late mission phase, here on 6 July 2009. (a) orbit of the C3 satellite and field lines in a
GSM coordinate system with view from−X, produced by the OVT tool. (b) WHISPER spectrogram of combined active and passive spectra.
C3 crosses the plasmasphere successively in the dusk and dawn sectors, under different conditions of altitude and L values. (c) Zoom
of Flh observations near perigee. Top: spectrogram constructed from active spectra. Bottom: spectrogram combining active and passive
observations.
a significant distance (∼1RE) bel w and above the equato-
rial plane, within a narrow local time sector (De´cre´au et al.,
2005). More generally, the WHISPER frequency range, al-
th ugh excludin density values above 80 cm−3, describes
adequately the outer plasmasphere region where plasma
plumes and other irregularities are encountered (Darrouzet et
www.ann-geophys.net/29/2003/2011/ Ann. Geophys., 29, 2003–2018, 2011
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al., 2006, 2009b). A systematic study of the 2002–2003 data
(El-Lemdani Mazouz et al., 2009), gives a precise view of
the circumstances in which WHISPER upper density thresh-
old is exceeded. The study shows that this limit is reached
in an average of about 45 % of the perigee passes, with a
higher occurrence in the afternoon sectors (up to 70 % in
the 16:00–18:00 LT interval), and a lower occurrence in the
morning sectors (down to 22 % in the 04:00–06:00 LT inter-
val). This variation points out the dawn–dusk asymmetry of
the plasmasphere due to the presence of higher densities near
the dusk bulge. In regions beyond the WHISPER accessibil-
ity domain, and when densities are not too high, the mea-
surements of spacecraft potential by the EFW electric field
instrument lead to an estimate of density values (Moullard,
2002). Spacecraft potential values have to be associated with
WHISPER measurements in order to enable calibrations of
EFW potential measurements. Another interesting feature of
the CLUSTER orbit is its high inclination angle. It allows in
particular an estimate with a good precision of the latitudinal
extension of electrostatic waves confined to regions near the
magnetic equator (El-Lemdani Mazouz et al., 2009). Indeed,
some orbit crossings of the plasmaphere body provide almost
symmetrical views, with respect to the equatorial plane, over
density and waves (Fig. 1 in De´cre´au et al., 2001, Figs. 7 and
9 in Darrouzet et al., 2009b).
Most often, the magnetic dipole axis is tilted with respect
to the plane perpendicular to the ecliptic, and CLUSTER
encounters higher magnetic field values outbound (in the
Northern Hemisphere) than inbound (Fig. 4 in Rauch et
al., 2006). As time goes by, the asymmetry between the
inbound orbit element and the outbound orbit element in-
creases, due to a displacement of apogee below the ecliptic
plane, associated with a smaller orbit inclination. Later in
the CLUSTER mission phase, the orbit undergoes important
evolutions, namely a larger argument of periapsis (the apogee
moves southwards) and a perigee descent.
Figure 1 illustrates a plasmasphere crossing in an inter-
mediate situation, encountered in March 2006, with perigee
still at high (4.2RE) geocentric distance, but with a sig-
nificant argument of periapsis. In the case event shown,
the CLUSTER C2 satellite, travelling inbound, encounters
a minimum in magnetic field magnitude at 03:07 UT, be-
fore entering the plasmasphere. The satellite penetrates in
this region, at L∼ 4.5, shortly before encountering the mag-
netic equator (pointed out by an arrow). It leaves the plas-
masphere shortly afterwards, at a positive magnetic latitude
(13◦). The satellite travels still inbound after plasmasphere
traversal, and the magnetic field is still increasing, as shown
by the resonances at Fce and harmonics present (green dots)
in the WHISPER spectrograms. The perigee is reached at
∼04:20 UT, after the time interval covered by the spectro-
gram.
Figure 2 illustrates the typical situation encountered from
2008 onwards, here on 6 July 2009. A large portion of
the orbit around perigee is shown in Fig. 2a. Perigee is
reached near 14:45 UT, at about 1.7RE geocentric distance
and magnetic latitude ∼30◦. Wave signatures obtained
by WHISPER are presented in the spectrogram shown in
Fig. 2b. Near perigee, the satellite travels at low altitudes,
where high values of magnetic field magnitude are associated
with Fce frequency values going above the upper limit of the
Whisper instrument frequency range. In the case event cho-
sen, Fce resonances and harmonics triggered by the sounder
are showing up clearly, as lines equidistant in frequency, be-
fore 13:55 UT and after 15:35 UT. From 13:55 to 15:35 UT,
Fce with Fuh being above the instrument’s working fre-
quency range, WHISPER has no access to direct signatures
of density values (via sounder resonances). The local gyro-
frequency is measured by the onboard magnetometer FGM
and can also be deduced from a model (e.g. Tsyganenko and
Sitnov, 2005, used in this study). Plasma density, in contrast,
is not measured on board (in those regions particle analyzers
are either not fully operational, or do not have access to the
cold population). However, indirect signatures of plasma-
pause crossings are provided by man made signals, ground
transmitter lines at constant frequency which, created inside
the plasmasphere, are reflected at the plasmapause and can-
not escape. The line observed at f0∼ 20 kHz, for instance, is
interrupted at the supposed plasmapause boundary encoun-
tered inbound at ∼13:55 UT, ∼18.8 MLT, L∼ 7.5, and geo-
centric distance R ∼ 3RE. Outbound, the signature from
f0, not as clear, is seen at ∼15:00 UT, ∼16.0 MLT, L∼ 7.9,
R ∼ 1.9RE. From 15:00 to 15:35 UT, CLUSTER C3 trav-
els over the polar cap. After 15:35 UT, the Fuh resonance
is clearly observed, as well as the Fp resonance when the
Fuh/Fce ratio is above 1.4 (Fp > Fce). In practice, when
Fp/Fce >∼ 3 (after 16:20 UT and before 17:45 UT) both res-
onances, close to each other, are seen as a single peak in the
active spectra. The frequency positions of resonances allows
us to follow a density profile inside the plasmasphere bound-
ary, with Ne values, on average, increasing (with Fuh) from
15:35 to ∼16:30 UT, then decreasing. A great number of
density irregularities are observed along that orbit element,
located inside the plasmapause boundary layer (L ∼ 6.2–
7.5), in the dawn sector.
Inside the dusk side inner plasmasphere, a rich variety
of natural emissions are visible in the WHISPER frequency
range that will be described in another paper. One cate-
gory displays a lower frequency cut off which we identify
as the local lower hybrid frequency (Flh), identified by a
white arrow. Figure 2c displays a zoom of the WHISPER
spectrogram in the frequency-time domain of interest. The
bottom panel is a spectrogram combining spectra obtained
during natural mode operations (lower frequency at 2 kHz)
and sounding mode operations (lower frequency ∼3.8 kHz);
the upper panel displays only active spectra (pixels enlarged
in time for better visibility). The triggered resonances are
characterized by high spectral energy densities (red colour
coded). Their frequencies are interpreted as being placed
at Flh because this characteristic frequency is the best (and
Ann. Geophys., 29, 2003–2018, 2011 www.ann-geophys.net/29/2003/2011/
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Fig. 3. 12 July 2010 event. Top: CLUSTER orbits in the SM coor-
dinate system. Views produced by OVT tool. Bottom: WHISPER
spectrograms focused on lower hybrid resonances (active spectra
only).
only) candidate in this frequency range under the plasma
conditions encountered. Observed resonances are actually
close to the local Fce (225 kHz at 14:44 UT) multiplied by√
me/mp, i.e. the Flh value expected in a proton plasma of
high density (Fp/Fce > 1). Moreover, those resonances are
placed at the low frequency limit of a wedge like signa-
ture present in the spectrogram shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 2c. This spectrogram combines active and passive spec-
tra, and the dimensions of the pixels along the time coordi-
nate are about one tenth the size of the pixels in the above
spectrum in order to fit in all of the measurements. Wedge
like spectrograms have been observed by the DEMETER
satellite (Shklyar et al., 2010), and their lower frequency cut
off has been interpreted as the local Flh.
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Figure 4. Detailed view of the Flh resonance triggered by the WHISPER sounder on C2 satellite, at 
18:04 UT, on July 12th, 2010. The active spectrum (black line) is compared to the passive spectrum 
measured 2 seconds later (red line). 
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Fig. 4. Detailed view of the Flh resonance triggered by the
WHISPER sounder on C2 satellite, t 18:04 UT, on 12 July 2010.
The active spectrum (black line) is compared to the passive spec-
trum measured 2 s later (red line).
The event shown in Fig. 2 is one of the first examples of
that kind noticed in the CLUSTER/WHISPER data. Since
then, similar events have been observed almost systemati-
cally near perigee, more and more clearly as the perigee al-
titude decreases. Figure 3 presents a case event taken about
a year after the one shown in Fig. 2. Perigee altitudes have
decreased from ∼4500 km down to ∼1200 km. The views
on top of Fig. 3 present the four orbits projected on the Y-
Z plane in the GSM coordinate system, C3 following C4 on
the same orbit. Spacecraft positions and associated magnetic
field lines are displayed at two times, respectively 17:50 UT
and 18:10 UT. The panels at the bottom of Fig. 3 display the
four WHISPER spectrograms constructed from active spec-
tra between 17:40 and 18:30 UT. They point out clearly the
presence of a single resonance, generally of good quality,
well isolated in the active spectrum, in the 17:45–18:15 UT
time frame. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which displays the
active frequency spectrum derived at 18:04 UT on C2, com-
pared to the passive frequency spectrum derived two sec-
onds later. The triggered Flh resonance peaks about two of
magnitude above natural emissions. For both case events,
6 July 2009 and 12 July 2010, the spacecraft are located
in the dusk sector, and Flh resonances are seen briefly near
perigee, at small values of the Mac Ilwain parameter L. The
upper value of the lower hybrid frequency has increased from
∼5 kHz (earlier event) to ∼10 kHz (most recent event).
We shall leave to future studies the fine analysis of reso-
nance characteristics, in particular how the signal magnitude
is related to antenna orientation with respect to the magnetic
field, and how it behaves with respect to the level of trans-
mission. As an indication, the electric field intensity at reso-
nances is two orders of magnitude higher than that of natural
emissions present in the medium, the level of transmitted sine
wave train being high (200 V peak to peak). For a general
description of electron resonances in space (case of topside
sounders) we refer to the review by Muldrew (1972) and,
for the specific case of the relaxation sounder behaviour, to
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Etcheto and Bloch (1978). If the frequency of the transmit-
ted sine wave train is close to a resonance frequency of the
medium (low group velocity), the medium exhibits a sharp
frequency response. This phenomenon is interpreted either
as waves moving along the satellite (group velocity equal to
satellite velocity relative to the plasma) or as oblique echoes.
The latter view is interpreted as plasma anisotropy modifying
the group path for waves close to the resonance frequency, so
that the path is bent over and forms a closed loop, returning
the transmitted wave packet to the sounder’s receiver. For
a theoretical description of the medium properties near the
Flh resonance, we refer to Be´ghin and Debrie (1972). In
this paper, the authors describe observations, from an ejected
nose-cone payload, of waves created in the vicinity of Flh
by a transmitting antenna placed on a rocket payload. They
present the dispersion diagram in the perpendicular direction,
in the frame of kinetic theory, for the generalized ion Bern-
stein modes above Flh. Dispersion solutions, found in each
harmonic band of the ion gyro-frequency, are compared to an
adiabatic dispersion equation similar to Bohm and Gross’s
equation obtained in the frame of hydrodynamic theory for
electron plasma waves. Be´ghin and Debrie (1972) show that
the adiabatic solution is the locus of the zero group veloc-
ity points of the kinetic theory (see Fig. 3 of their paper).
Although they refer to ionospheric plasma (oxygen as main
constituent), in contrast with plasma at CLUSTER’s altitudes
(hydrogen as main constituent), we think that the disper-
sion diagram to be expected in the situation encountered by
CLUSTER is formally similar. Plasma behaves globally, in
the vicinity of Flh Fi (Fi refering here to the H+ ion gy-
rofrequency), according to a single branch of the dispersion
diagram, formally identical to hydrodynamic theory for elec-
tron plasma waves in the vicinity of the plasma frequency
(case of unmagnetized plasma, FpFce). In both cases, the
dispersion relation is written as:
ω2=ω20+v2Tk2 (1)
where ω and k are pulsation and wave number variables, ω0
is the pulsation related to the plasma frequency (respectively
the lower hybrid frequency) and vT is the thermal electron ve-
locity (respectively a hybrid thermal velocity). In both cases,
the relaxation sounder creates a single resonance at pulsation
ω0 which is a solution of the dispersion relation (1) at zero
group velocity. The next section presents plasma diagnostics
performed for the case event shown in Fig. 3, assuming that
resonances are placed precisely at frequency Flh.
3 Derivation of plasma frequency from F lh
measurement
3.1 General problem
The Flh value responds to equation (e.g. see Masson et al.,
2009):
1/[Meff(mp/me ·F 2lh)] = 1/F 2p +1/F 2ce, (2)
where mp and me are, respectively, the proton and electron
masses and Meff the effective ion mass, a dimensionless fac-
tor depending on the fractional abundance of ions present in
the medium. When considering the three major constituents
Meff is defined as:
1/Meff=α/1+β/4+γ /16,
where α, β and γ are respectively the fractional abundances
of H+, He+ and O+. The region of interest for the chosen
case event is the inner plasmasphere at low altitude. The
domains of the Mc Ilwain parameter L and the geocentric
distance R which are swept by the different satellites are
roughly 1 < L < 4 and 1.2RE < R < 1.8RE, respectively,
hence in a zone above the ionosphere and well inside closed
magnetic field lines. There, Fce values deduced from a mag-
netic field model are very close to actual values. The magni-
tude of the magnetic field is measured by the onboard mag-
netometer instrument, FGM, in this case in the upper part
of its dynamical range. A comparison between models and
onboard measurements shows an excellent agreement, better
than 1 % for all spacecraft during time intervals of interest.
In that case magnetic field models can be reduced to the con-
tribution of the IGRF model (Macmillan et al., 2003), but full
magnetospheric models (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005) have
been tested.
Equation (2) leads to simple solutions in cases where the
ratio Fp/Fce is either much larger or much smaller than 1. In
the first situation, Flh takes the limit value:
Flh=Flh0/
√
Meff, (3)
where
Flh0=Fce
√
me/mp (4)
is a quantity governed solely by Fce, which is known with
a good accuracy. Measurement of Flh in that context pro-
vides a direct estimate of the effective ion mass Meff. It
is interesting to note that, Meff being larger than or equal
to 1, Flh is smaller than Flh0. Let’s define the value of
Meff 0 = (Flh0/Flh)2, the asymptotic value of the quantity
(Flh0/Flh)2, for Fp close to infinity. If Fp decreases (Meff and
Fce being stable), Eq. (2) indicates that (Flh0/Flh)2 increases
above the actual value of Meff, Meff 0. Hence, (Flh0/Flh)2
being always equal to or higher than Meff, we can use the
former quantity as the highest threshold for the value Meff
under estimation, and introduce:
Meff high= (Flh0/Flh)2. (5)
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When Fce is much larger than Fp, Eq. (2) leads to:
Fp=Flh ·
√
Meff(mp/me). (6)
The plasma frequency and lower hybrid frequency are pro-
portional to each other. Measurement of Flh in that context
provides a direct estimate of the plasma frequency Fp, should
the effective mass Meff be known independently.
Figure 5d shows how asymptotic limits are reached, by
plotting variations of Flh/Flh0 as a function of Fce/Fp, for the
particular case of Meff = 1 (H+ plasma). In practice, limit
cases are reached respectively when Fce/Fp < 0.25 (Flh can
then be used as a measure of Meff) and when Fce/Fp > 4 (Flh
is then proportional to Fp). The CLUSTER orbit offers for-
tuitously a unique and interesting feature during observations
of the Flh resonance: Fce/Fp ratio increases along the orbit
from values lower than unity to values above unity. One can
thus take advantage, in turn, of the two different facets of-
fered by Flh measurements, and evaluate the two different
plasma parameters they are revealing.
3.2 Specific situation encountered on CLUSTER
Figure 5 presents the analysis and interpretation of the Flh
frequency values measured along the orbit of the CLUSTER
C2 satellite during the case event of 12 July 2010. The upper
panel (Fig. 5a) completes the orbit views shown in Fig. 3.
This projection onto a plane centred on Earth, from a view
point not far from the Y-axis, displays magnetic field lines
crossed by C2 at 5 min intervals from 17:45 to 18:20 UT;
the magnitude of the magnetic field along the field lines are
colour-coded (increasing values from green to red). The
smallest L value (L= 1.23) is reached at ∼18:05 UT, fol-
lowed by perigee (altitude 1210 km) at ∼18:11 UT and the
highest magnetic field intensity (25 900 nT) at ∼18:16 UT.
This view emphasizes the fact that, during the limited time
interval (∼20 min) when Flh estimates are available, the
satellite, moving at about 9 km s−1, explores significant inter-
vals in space (precise altitude, L and MLT variations versus
time are plotted in Fig. 7a).
Figure 5b shows the variation with time of the measured
Flh frequency (red solid line) when available, i.e. for Flh ≥
4 khz. The two red dashed lines, hardly visible because they
partially overlap the solid red curve, are neighbouring fre-
quencies, Flh±1f , where 1f = 160 Hz is the accuracy of
the WHISPER frequency measurements. Flh values are com-
pared to Flh0 (black line) given by Eq. (4), using an Fce vari-
ation from the modelled magnetic field. Flh0 is actually di-
rectly proportional to Fce. At the beginning of the time in-
terval, both frequencies differ by a small percentage as the
red curve can be derived from the black one by a translation
along the ordinate of a small amount, indicating: (i) a value
of Meff close to 1 (Flh0 ∼ Flh), (ii) a plasma regime where
Eq. (3) (Flh proportional to Flh0) is valid, thus Fce  Fp.
Under this condition, Meff can be directly calculated from
Eq. (3). As time increases, Flh measured frequencies (red
curve) culminate, then decrease, while Flh0 values continue
to rise (black curve). Actually, the ratio Flh/Flh0 decreases
from a constant value ∼0.9, between 17:53 and 18:05 UT, to
∼0.8 at 18:08 UT, 0.55 at 18:11, and finally down to 0.22
at 18:16 UT. This behaviour mimics the Flh/Flh0 variations
shown in Fig. 5d, indicating that Fce/Fp increases continu-
ously with time, and FceFp at the end of the observations.
The green line shows Flh variations versus time according to
Eq. (3), thus still proportional to Fce, where Meff is deduced
from a best fit between experiment and Eq. (3) at the begin-
ning of the time interval.
Figure 5c displays variations of the Fp values (noted fpe)
calculated from Eq. (2) under two assumptions for the Meff
value, respectively Meff = 1 (black solid line) and Meff =
1.26 (green solid line), i.e. the value deduced from the best fit
shown in Fig. 5b. Variations of the electron gyro-frequency
(and the same value multiplied by 3) are plotted as dotted
black lines. This panel illustrates the benefits and drawbacks
of the various situations (sorted by order of magnitude of the
ratios Fce/Fp) encountered respectively at the beginning, the
medium part, and the end of the time interval covered by
the Flh measurements. We will now discuss which kind of
diagnostic can be derived along the three following succes-
sive time intervals: (i) 17:53 to 18:05 UT (Flh/Flh0 ∼ 0.9);
(ii) 18:05 to 18:13 UT (0.5 < Flh/Flh0 < 0.9) and 18:13 to
18:17 UT (Flh/Flh0 < 0.5), marked I, II, and III in Fig. 5.
The first interval is devoted to the estimation of the effec-
tive mass Meff, as described above. In practice, the best fit of
Eq. (3) with experiment (green plot in Fig. 5b), is placed in-
side the interval corresponding to the frequency uncertainty
interval (±160 Hz). The relative uncertainty of the Meff esti-
mate can be evaluated as ±5 % (∼21Flh/Flh), which is also
roughly the level of fluctuations of that quantity over the
time interval examined. This leads to an Meff value that is
nearly stable (between 1.2 and 1.3) which is valid here near
MLT = 18 for a rather large interval in L values and altitudes,
both decreasing along the orbit from 2.19 to 1.26 and from
∼4000 to 1600 km, respectively. During this first time se-
quence, no Fp value can be derived safely from Eq. (2), as
the Flh value does not depend significantly on Fp. However,
Fp variations based on an Meff = 1 assumption (black curve
peaking near 18:06 UT) provides a lower Fp threshold since
any other physical value of Meff (>1) would yield higher val-
ues, as illustrated by the few points of the green plot derived
during that interval.
During the second selected time interval, from 18:05 to
18:13 UT, we treat Flh measurements by assuming that the
ion composition is the same as that encountered during the
first interval. The calculated plasma-frequency profile is then
the green plot shown in Fig. 5c. This approach yields a first
approximation, which is qualitatively useful, although ion
composition is likely to vary during this second time inter-
val. Actually, the diffusive equilibrium model (Angerami and
Thomas, 1964; see also Sonwalkar et al., 2011b) indicates
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Fig. 5. Variation of magnetic field intensity and plasma frequency on C2, event of 12 July 2010. (a) Magnetic field lines crossed by C2 from
17:45 to 18:20 UT, where the magnetic field intensity is colour coded (decreasing values from red to green). View produced by OVT tool.
(b) Flh variations in the limiting case of infinite Fp (Flh proportionnal to Fce) under two assumptions about effective mass, either Meff = 1
as given by the black (upper-most) curve or Meff = 1.26 as given by the green curve. Measured Flh values are plotted in red. Different
relative variations are pointed out by splitting time into intervals I, II, and III; (c) derived plasma frequency for the two ion compositions
tested. (d) theoretical variations (with Meff= 1) showing which of Fp or Fce parameter governs the value Flh.
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Figure 6. Analysis of Flh measurements on the C2 satellite, for the August 4th, 2010 case event. 
a) Frequency time spectrograms from the WHISPER instrument. Top: active and passive spectra. 
Bottom: active spectra. b) Same parameters and presentation as panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 6. Analys s of Flh measurements on the C2 satellite, for the 4 August 2010 case event. (a) Fr qu cy time spectrograms from the
WHISPER instrument. Top: active and passive spectra. Bottom: active spectra. (b) Same parameters and presentation as panels (b) and (c)
in Fig. 5.
that the effective ion mass is increasing with decreasing dis-
tance along the line of force (from a base level of 500 km)
which is the case here, from time interval I to time interval II,
and in a more significant manner, during interval II (altitudes
in the range 1600–1200 km). If this is indeed the case, then
the plasma frequency profile indicates a lower threshold of
local electron density along the orbit. At this stage, we have
no experimental basis to propose any estimate of the distance
between the true plasma frequency and the one shown by the
green line profile.
During the last selected time interval, from 18:13 to
18:17 UT, the satellite altitude is slowly increasing while L
values encountered by the spacecraft are increasing more
rapidly (see the lower panel of Fig. 7a). The effective mass is
thus likely to decrease slowly, toward the value estimated in
the first interval, since the satellite reaches altitudes covered
www.ann-geophys.net/29/2003/2011/ Ann. Geophys., 29, 2003–2018, 2011
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Figure 7.  (a) Evolution of orbital parameters, magnetic local time (upper panel) altitude (dashed lines) 
and L value (solid lines) (lower panel) for the event shown in Fig. 5. Colour codes according to 
satellite, black, red, green and blue respectively for C1, C2, C3 and C4. (b) Densities outbound of 
minimal L value encountered as function of altitude (top) and L value (bottom). Meff values used in 
the calculations are deduced from the inbound Flh measurements, 1.16, 1.26, 1.20, and 1.18 for C1, 
C2, C3 and C4, respec
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Fig. 7. (a) Evolution of orbital parameters, magnetic local time (upper panel) altitude (dashed lines) and L value (solid lines) (lower panel)
for the event shown in Fig. 5. Colour codes according to satellite, black, red, green and blue respectively for C1, C2, C3 and C4. (b) Densities
outbound of minimal L value encountered as function of altitude (top) and L value (bottom). Meff values used in the calculations are deduced
from the inbound Flh measurements, 1.16, 1.26, 1.20, and 1.18 for C1, C2, C3 and C4, respectively.
then (>1600 km) at the end of the sequence (after 18:16 UT).
It is reasonable, on the other hand, to anticipate that, at the
same time, the density is decreasing more rapidly, in inverse
proportion to the volume of magnetic flux tubes encountered,
such that the derived plasma-frequency profile shown by the
green curve after 18:13 UT is governed mostly by density
variations. Moreover, near the end of the sequence, it is prob-
able that the inequality Fce Fp is valid (see compared Fp
and Fce variations in Fig. 5c). In this case, Eq. (6) indicates
that the electron density Ne (which varies as the square of
Fp) is proportional to Meff. A bias introduced on Meff would
be propagated on Ne by the same proportion. The error in the
obtained Ne during this interval depends mainly on the qual-
ity of the guess about the actual Meff value; the uncertainty
in Flh measurements (±160 Hz) being probably negligible.
Figure 6 presents WHISPER waves observations near the
Flh resonance for another event, 4 August 2010. In this case,
the geomagnetic activity is higher (Kp index equal to 3−)
than during the event of Fig. 3 (Kp index 0+ to 1). The or-
bit is also slightly different (manoeuvres had taken place in
between the two events, in order to rearrange the configu-
ration of the CLUSTER constellation), but the main charac-
teristics are very similar, with minimal L value encountered
a few minutes before perigee. The top panels display fre-
quency time spectrograms in a similar presentation to that
in Fig. 2c. The upper one combines spectra obtained during
sounding and passive operations, respectively, and the lower
one displays the same active spectra as shown above, where
pixels are expanded along the time scale for better visibility.
Successive triggered Flh resonances appear clearly between
08:34 and 08:59 UT. No clear spectral signature of the Flh
resonance appear in the natural emissions, except between
08:56 and 08:59 UT, where bands of natural emissions dis-
play a lower frequency cut off at the Flh resonance. Another
banded emission with a clear lower frequency cut off is vis-
ible before 08:34 UT, increasing from 4 to 6 kHz. It is actu-
ally associated with resonances triggered by the sounder in
its lowest frequency range (<5 kHz). Difficult to distinguish
in the spectrogram, they are seen when examining individual
spectra (not shown). It appears that there is an abrupt change
in the plasma regime near 08:34 UT (banded emissions dis-
appear, and Flh steps upward), which will not be discussed
in this paper.
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Figure 6b presents two panels similar to those shown in
Fig. 5b and c. The upper panel displays the measured Flh
and Flh0 variations with time, together with the best fit of Flh
under assumption of infinite density, yielding an Meff value
of 1.35. The lower panel displays Fce variations (dashed
line) and Fp variations (black and green lines) for Meff val-
ues equal to 1 and 1.35, respectively. For this event, the
time interval where Flh measurements are available can be
split in two main sequences, marked I and II in Fig. 6b.
From 08:34 to 08:44 UT, Flh variations can be modelled by
those occurring in a plasma regime where Fp  Fce. The
deduced effective mass, Meff = 1.35, is higher than for the
12 July event. This could be due to the higher geomagnetic
activity, since the relative abundance of heavy ions inside
the inner plasmaphere is increasing with activity (Berube at
al., 2005). It could also result from different conditions at
the magnetic foot points: both are sunlit during the 4 Au-
gust event (MLT∼ 16.6), while they are placed near the ter-
minator on 12 July (MLT∼ 18.5). The high altitude iono-
sphere displays indeed higher concentration of heavy ions
at the dayside than at night (Lemaire and Gringauz, 1998;
Reynolds et al., 2001). The L and altitude intervals swept
when the above Meff estimate is qualified are 1.19<L< 2
and 1800 km< h< 3600 km, respectively. From 08:44 UT
to 09:58 UT, the Flh/Flh0 ratio goes down, and Fp variations
are calculated, as a first approximation, by using the Meff
value estimated before. The Fp profile derived is indicative
of a lower limit of true plasma frequencies, since the alti-
tudes explored are all smaller than during the first time inter-
val (thus Meff likely underestimated). As with the July 12th
event, Fp decreases globally with increasing L values, but
the detailed profile displays significant irregularities, in that
case near perigee (altitudes near 1400 km), at low L values
(L< 2) and in the post noon sector. Irregular Flh variations
are also observed by other spacecraft that day, as well as in
other case events, always in plasma regimes where it is not
possible to disentangle density and Meff variations. These
observations are currently under investigation.
In summary, Flh measured along the CLUSTER orbit near
perigee leads, via a reasonably simple strategy, to an estimate
of the effective ion mass, and to useful information about
plasma density (a lower threshold value and local fluctua-
tions). The results obtained from two different case events
indicate that those parameters can vary significantly with ge-
omagnetic activity and/or MLT, as expected. The next sec-
tion is a quantitative presentation of the density variations
observed during the 12 July event, from the four different
CLUSTER platforms.
4 Density profiles versus L
The evolution with time of the four CLUSTER satellite posi-
tions is indicated in Fig. 7a. The top panel shows MLT varia-
tions with time and the bottom panel provides L value (solid
lines) and altitude (dashed lines) variations with time. The
colour code is standard, respectively black, red, green and
blue for C1, C2, C3 and C4. Analysis of the Flh variations
along the orbit leads to the following estimates: Meff = 1.09
for satellite C1, (highest altitudes), Meff = 1.26 for C2 (low-
est altitudes) and Meff = 1.20 and 1.18 respectively for C3
and C4 (intermediate altitudes). Meff values are thus ordered
as expected with altitudes, considering that the proportion of
oxygen in the ionosphere decreases with altitude. Figure 7b
displays the density estimated from the Flh measurements af-
ter crossing the innermost L shell, plotted as a function of the
L parameter in the lower panel, and as a function of altitude
in the upper panel. It is clear that the controlling parameter is
L: the four density profiles versus L are close to each other,
whereas the four density profiles versus altitude are unrelated
and local time (not shown) does not seem to play a signifi-
cant role (although it is difficult to disentangle local time and
L variations). In order to check that the order of magnitude
of density values versus L is realistic, we plot density values
measured on C3 and C4 (triangles in deep purple), which are
placed in between values seen on C2 and C1. The C3 and C4
values are reported in Fig. 8, adapted from Pierrard and Ste-
gen (2008), showing densities derived from various empirical
models. Orders of magnitude are clearly compatible. It is in-
teresting to note that the differences noted by comparing the
four profiles versus L (bottom panel of Fig. 7b) are ordered
according to altitude in an unexpected manner, i.e. as if den-
sities were decreasing with altitudes (shown in top panel of
Fig. 7b). Also remarkable is that the largest splits between
the different density profiles versus L occur for L values
smaller than 2.5. In the case of satellite C2, this corresponds
to the time interval noted as II in Fig. 5, when altitudes are
decreasing and Meff is probably underestimated, leading to
underestimated densities. This interpretation allows, by let-
ting Meff vary in the expected direction, to recover a rational
behaviour, where all density profiles are grouped toward the
same one. Moreover, following further that line of interpre-
tation (where Meff is underestimated near perigee), it is pos-
sible to obtain a rough estimate of the actual Meff value near
the C2 perigee altitudes for that particular event, by assum-
ing that the true density is close to the one indicated by the
C3-C4 profile (triangles). This leads to Meff ∼ 1.6, instead
of Meff = 1.26, which is reasonable for the altitudes consid-
ered (1250 km). This example illustrates qualitatively how
the multi-point Flh measurements could be used to form an
optimized diagnostic about density and composition in the
region explored by the CLUSTER constellation. A quanti-
tative study would need the use of a common model, or of
pertinent assumptions, constrained by actual measurements.
5 Summary and conclusion
This work presents a short review of the WHISPER relax-
ation sounder capabilities regarding plasma diagnostics in
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Figure 8. Plasma density variation with L values. Estimates from Flh measurements on Cluster (values 
chosen shown in Fig. 7b), compared to empirical models (adapted from Pierrard and Stegen, 2008) 
 
Fig. 8. Plasma density variation with L values. Estimates from
Flh measurements on Cluster (values chosen shown in Fig. 7b),
compared to empirical models (adapted from Pierrard and Stegen,
2008).
the plasmaphere region crossed by CLUSTER. Classically,
the diagnostic is based on the observation of the upper hy-
brid resonance and other resonances in the frequency range
around it. The quality of the diagnostics and information
returned depends on which part of the plasmasphere body
is crossed, and how. We show examples of spectrograms
obtained during typical plasmasphere crossings at different
phases of the CLUSTER mission. Lately (2009 onwards),
another diagnostic approach has become feasible: observa-
tions of the lower hybrid resonances triggered by the relax-
ation sounder. This happens when CLUSTER is placed in the
innermost plasmasphere (L= 1.5–3.4) at low altitude (0.2–
0.7RE). This paper describes which piece of information
can be obtained from the lower hybrid resonance frequencies
Flh, and how it is derived. The local Flh frequency is al-
ways smaller than the frequency Flh0 = Fce
√
me/mp which
is known with a good accuracy from magnetic field mod-
els or onboard measurements. By comparing the evolution
of the ratio Flh0/Flh along the orbit, we estimate two key
quantities, each valid for one of the two successive orbit el-
ements, the effective mass Meff, indicative of ion composi-
tion, and the electron density Ne (or rather a lower thresh-
old estimate, and its fluctuations), respectively. The simple
approach described provides Meff values in regions of small
volume, i.e. along orbit elements of order 0.1RE (hence more
locally than Meff derived from ULF studies). The two case
events analysed indicate that the quantities Meff and Ne, al-
though of expected order of magnitude, are varying signifi-
cantly from one satellite of the constellation to another, and
from one event to another. Moreover, some density profiles
along the orbit reveal the presence of significant irregularities
in the core of the plasmasphere (L< 2). We show, from the
case event selected during low magnetic activity, that the ef-
fective ion mass is mainly controlled by altitude, and that the
main parameter controlling the density is the L shell value.
A qualitative illustration of how simultaneous measurements
can be used to improve the quality of density estimation is
proposed. Hence, the CLUSTER late mission phase offers
a novel data basis, to investigate how other parameters such
as local time, and geomagnetic activity, are controlling the
plasma regime. No detailed evaluation of the characteris-
tics of this data basis is available yet, but we can provide a
few pieces of information: (i) starting June 2009 and prior
to summer 2011, about 175 perigee passes show Flh reso-
nances, with nearly all perigees being placed in the dayside
sector (no data are available during the long eclipse seasons),
with a reasonable sampling of MLT values; (ii) about half
of those perigee passes are providing simultaneous Flh ob-
servations, from two or more CLUSTER spacecraft; (iii) the
latitudinal range explored is mostly medium latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere, including at times the equatorial re-
gion; (iv) altitudes and L values sampled are changing along
the mission phase and with manoeuvres; several configura-
tions of the constellation, with various satellites separations,
are available. At the time of this writing, a significant effort
has yet to be made in order to optimize the use of simultane-
ous Flh measurements (thus under specific geophysical activ-
ity conditions) toward quantitative precise local density mea-
surements. Finally, reliable measurement of the local Flh is
also of value toward a better interpretation of the many waves
propagating inside the plasmaphere. This allows for instance
to distinguish between boundaries remotely sensed or local.
We show in one case event (4 August 2011) an example of
waves of natural origin whose lower cut off frequency co-
incides with the local Flh frequency. Such whistler waves
could have experienced a cut off at a distance from their ob-
servation (Shklyar et al., 2010). We think that it is important
to have access to a view as clear and as detailed as possible
of the innermost plasmaphere, toward a better understanding
and interpretation of the physics taking place there.
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